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Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period
Three Unique Capabilities

Convergence of Observations
A Prototype of the Global Water Cycle Observation System of Systems

International Cooperation for the Global Coverage
Outline of the CAMP Data Management

CAMP Data center: UT

Pre-check the dataset

Observed Raw Data
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QC Web Interface

Use Own research purpose

QC Tools
- User Management
- Data selection
- Data plot
- Point out (Error & Noise)
- Update Data, flag
- Format Conversion

Unified Format Dataset

Database
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Quality Control

NCAR (CEOP Data Center)
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Interoperability Arrangement
A well organized collecting, processing, storing, and disseminating shared data, metadata and products

Model Output Data Archiving Center at the World Data Center for Climate, Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology of Germany

In-Situ Data Archiving Center at NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) of USA

Data Integrating/Archiving Center at University of Tokyo and JAXA of Japan